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THE NEWSLETTER OF THE WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION, Inc. (WOA)

MANITOBA OSTOMY PROGRAM
introduces the HealthPRO contract

How will this new contract affect ostomates
in Manitoba?

You are invited!
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Wednesday, January 25, 2017
7:30 pm—9:30 pm
Society of Manitobans with Disabilities Bldg (SMD)
825 Sherbrook St.
Rooms 202 & 203

Free Parking
in the SMD lot just off McDermid & Sherbrook.

ConvaTec Representatives,
WRHA Logistics
and ET nurses
will be in attendance to explain the program
and answer your questions.
A Special Gift! Beginning this issue and continuing through 2017,
the Inside/Out newsletter will be expanded to 12 pages for your reading
enjoyment. On August 17, 2015, Rosemary Gaffray’s mother, Irene Ruse,
passed away. At our chapter meeting September 2015 Rosemary
presented us with a $2000 cheque which Irene had earmarked for the
WOA in honour of Rosemary and her involvement with the WOA. The
WOA Board approached Rosemary to see if she would be willing to have
this money put towards a legacy fund. Because Irene so enjoyed reading
(Continued on page 11)
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WHO WE ARE
The Winnipeg Ostomy
Association, Inc. (WOA) is a nonprofit registered charity run by
volunteers with the support of
medical advisors. We are an
affiliate of Ostomy Canada
Society. We provide emotional
support, experienced and practical
help, instructional and
informational services through its
membership, to the family unit,
associated care givers and the
general public. Our range of
service and support covers
Winnipeg, Manitoba and North
Western Ontario.
MEMBERSHIP
Anyone with an intestinal or
urinary tract diversion, or others
who have an interest in the WOA,
such as relatives, friends and
medical professionals, can become
a member.
WHAT IS AN OSTOMY?
An ostomy is a surgical procedure
performed when a person has lost
function of the bladder or bowel.
This can be due to Crohn’s disease,
ulcerative colitis, cancer, birth
defects, injury or other disorders.
The surgery allows for bodily
wastes to be re-routed into a pouch
through a new opening (called a
stoma) created in the abdominal
wall. Some of the major ostomy
surgeries include colostomy,
ileostomy and urostomy.
VISITING SERVICE
Upon the request of a patient, the
WOA will provide a visitor for
ostomy patients. The visits can be
pre or post operative or both. The
visitor will have special training

inside/out
and will be chosen according to the
patient’s age, gender, and type of
surgery. A visit may be arranged by
calling the Visitor Coordinator or
by asking your Doctor or
Enterostomal Therapy (ET) nurse.
There is no charge for this service.
WHAT WE OFFER
MEETINGS: Regular meetings
allow our members to exchange
information and experiences with
each other. We also run groups for
spouses and significant others
(SASO) and a young person’s
group (Stomas R Us).
INFORMATION: We publish a
newsletter, INSIDE/OUT, eight
times a year.
EDUCATION: We promote
awareness and understanding in
our community.
COLLECTION OF UNUSED
SUPPLIES: We ship unused
supplies to developing countries
through Friends of Ostomates
Worldwide (Canada).
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south of the building just off Sherbrook and McDermott Ave.
UPCOMING EVENTS
January 25th—Chapter Meeting:
HealthPRO Contract
February 22nd—Chapter
Meeting
March 22nd—Chapter Meeting
April 26th—AGM
May 24th—Wind Up
ARE YOU MOVING?
If you move, please inform us of
your change of address so we can
continue to send you the
newsletter and Ostomy Canada
magazine.
Send your change of address to:
WOA
Box 158
Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Editor, Inside/Out
1101-80 Snow Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P8
Email: woainfo@mts.net

All submissions are welcome, may
OUR MEETINGS
be edited and are not guaranteed to
Chapter meetings are held from
be printed.
September through May. There are
Deadline for next issue:
no scheduled chapter meetings in
Friday, February 3, 2017
June, July, or August. A Christmas
party is held in December.
WORLD WIDE WEB
Visit
the Winnipeg Ostomy
Meetings are held on the
Association
Web Pages:
FOURTH WEDNESDAY
http://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca
of the month.
Webmaster: Email:woa@mts.net
7:30 pm—9:30 pm
SOCIETY of MANITOBANS with
DISABILITIES Bldg. (SMD)
825 Sherbrook Street,
Winnipeg, MB
Rooms 202 & 203

FREE PARKING:
Enter the SMD parking lot to the

DISCLAIMER
Articles and submissions printed in this
newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by
the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and
may not apply to everyone. It is wise to
consult your Enterostomal Therapist or
Doctor before using any information from
this newsletter.
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Christmas Luncheon
Sunday, December 4, 2016
Norwood Hotel

112 Marion St.

Silent Auction Table

MENU
Cucumber wrapped
mixed garden salad
Grilled Chicken &
Sauce
Roasted Root
Vegetables
Duchess Potatoes

“Stomas R Us”

Seasonal Fresh
Fruit with Ice
Cream
Bread Basket
Coffee, Tea, Decaf

ENTERTAINMENT
Photo Credits:
Stan Croall

Leo Gosselin
The Grand Stick Soloist
Performs on the Chapman Stick touchboard
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FOCUSING ON.....
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Fred Algera - President

I was born and raised in the Netherlands. After having received a
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture I emigrated to Canada with Fem Ann ( my wife
to be ) in 1959 to pursue an agricultural career. I became employed at the University
of Manitoba Plant Science Faculty as an assistant plant breeder; crossing wheat and
rye which produced triticale "puffed wheat".
We got married in 1960, after which I was introduced to the Dean of Education at the
U of M and was encouraged to take a teaching position in Boissevain, MB to teach
grade Nine to Twelve Mathematics, Science and German. My career goals changed
dramatically during my "on permit" teaching experience and decided to obtain my
Bachelor of Education degree during the evening and summer sessions at the U of M.
I was appointed Vice - Principal at Transcona Collegiate Institute in 1967 and "opened" the New Arthur Day
Junior High school as Principal in 1968; was transferred to Springfield Collegiate Institute in Oak Bank, in
1979 to serve as Principal Educational Leader until 1992 and retired from Transcona Collegiate Institute in
1995 as Principal.
During my years in Education, Fem Ann and I were blessed with three sons, who are happily married and
found careers in Education and Self Employment. They have blessed us with eight healthy grand children.
During my retirement years I was invited to many schools and institutions throughout Canada and the United
States of America to provide Staff and Student Leadership workshops and training sessions, and at the same
time served on a part-time basis as the Executive Secretary of the Synod of the Reformed Churches in Canada
assisting pastors and elders in providing leadership training in Christian Education.
All these pleasant experiences came to a sudden unexpected stop. I was diagnosed having colon cancer in the
summer of 2006. I received radiation and chemo and during the operation I lost a foot of colon, rectum et all
and became an ileostomate awaiting the healing process of my remaining colon. I hated that "bag" with a
passion and wanted to get back to being normal and insisted on having a "reversal". My surgeon obliged and
warned me that I would experience many problems. After a year and a half and countless visits to the bathand restrooms my stubborn "streak" was broken and compelled me to beg my surgeon to reverse my reversal
and within six weeks he completed the operation in 2009. Consequently, I was promoted to being a
"Permanent Ostomate" with a "Well Fitted Appliance".
Through this humbling experience my passion to be a "Messenger of Hope" has come to fruition and I gladly
serve the Winnipeg Ostomy Association in promoting and providing leadership in its main objective:
"OSTOMATES SUPPORTING OSTOMATES"

Focusing on …. Rollie Binner - 2nd Vice-President
I was born and raised on a farm in the Ardill district south of Moose
Jaw, Saskatchewan in 1932, the youngest of five boys. After the war
we moved to Moose Jaw in 1945 where I started high school. After graduation my
working career started at the Imperial Bank of Canada where I spent a year and a
half, including a transfer to Winnipeg. I returned to Moose Jaw and joined Robin
Hood Flour Mills. I spent four years in the Traffic Department before joining Campbell Soup Company as a sales rep. Evelyn and I had married and started our family
before transferring to Winnipeg a second time in 1959.
We completed our family of four and in 1968 I joined a food brokerage company. In 1985 we started our own
brokerage firm and added a frozen food public warehouse with a partner. In the meantime we had bought and
managed an office building as a sideline/hobby that consumed a huge part of our time for ten years even
(Continued on page 10)
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That’s Not What I Expected – Cancer,
Chemo and Surgery
By Tim Kist (WOA member & visitor)
Sitting across from the urologist, my wife, Gwen,
and I listened as he said “you’ve got cancer”. This
was the meeting to review the latest in a series of
test results because I thought I was dealing with a
kidney stone. I said I feel great and asked what that
means if I don’t do anything. He said “you’ll die”.
So much for the bedside manner. That meeting
started a journey that no one ever wants to take.
And while life is full of choices, in this case, you
are not given a choice. You must find a way to get
through it.
After many consultations with the urologist and
the oncologist and their attendant nurses plus the
ETs, I faced the first of many choices. What is the
best approach to get rid of this vile disease? And
how am I going to live normally with a major
change to my plumbing? It was evident that the
experts recommended chemo before the surgery and
then the removal of the bladder and possibly two
other organs, prostate and urethra, depending on
how far the cancer had spread.
My first visit to CancerCare featured the soon to
be typical registration and waiting process. Once in
the comfy chair the entire chemotherapy process
was described. I have given blood some 37 times so
the needles didn’t bother me. And I got all the
water, juice and coffee/tea that I wanted…with table
(or chair, as it were) service! After nearly 7 hours I
was able to leave. My wife picked me up as we
were not sure what shape I was going to be in after
treatment. For some reason I had minimal side
effects. In fact, after the second treatment the
following week I could drive myself to treatment
and back home.
Three full cycles provides a lot of time for
reflection. I met some very interesting people and
we had lively discussions. One of the
chemotherapy nurses worked for me in a previous
role, and we had a glorious time catching up on how
much the kids had grown and what they were doing
now.
As well as I did on chemo (gained 20 pounds) my
heart broke watching the children endure the
treatments. I believed I had lived a great life so far,
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but for these youngsters that haven’t even seen their
16th birthday yet, well that tears you apart. There is
not much you can do other than support them and
maybe make them smile. Forget the “tough football
player” image where he still plays with a twisted
knee or some other ailment. These kids are the truly
tough ones that are in a battle for their life.
And I also had weekly, or more frequent,
meetings with the doctors and nurses. The focus
and professionalism was outstanding. I really felt
like they had my best interests at heart. And they
answered all my questions. They even laughed at
my corny “old man humour (as my sons call it).
And for 10 weeks of treatment, the clock kept
ticking towards the surgery.
I never had surgery before. In fact, even with
sprains, slight tears, concussions and assorted
bumps and bruises from many years of football and
rugby, I had never been in the hospital overnight.
Let alone have surgery that required a two week
recovery period. I knew I wasn’t looking forward to
hospital food.
Throughout this process leading up to the surgery
I told no one about my diagnosis. I am a Certified
Management Consultant and none of my clients
knew what I was going through because I wasn’t
impacted by the disease or the treatments. Our two
sons were at university in Bismarck, North Dakota.
The oldest was a junior and the youngest was a
freshman. I didn’t want them to worry from over
600 KM away.
I was also coaching with the University of
Manitoba Bisons football team and it was the first
season in the Investors Group Field. I knew that if
anyone was aware of my situation all I would get at
practice every day was “how are you doing coach?”
I didn’t want to be a distraction to the excitement
the team was generating. And this was hard for me
because generally I enjoy being the center of
attention and have never met a microphone or stage
I didn’t like!
For some reason I didn’t want to let people in on
my situation. Other than the medical professionals
and my wife no one knew. We didn’t tell our sons
until two weeks before the surgery. And I didn’t
tell my friends until after the surgery when Gwen
sent an email I wrote before the surgery. You
know, just in case…
(Continued on page 8)
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In MEMORIAM
A warm welcome to
new
chapter members:
Ross Bingham
Carol Caumartin
Adeline Chancy
Bonnie Dyson
Gillian Giles
Randy Hull
Ronaldo Legaspi

Henry Bird
Jim Britten
Ernst Buhle
Don Cressall
Dr. Marie Storrie
John Szydlik
Mary Zuk
We extend our sympathy to their
families and friends
FROM the EDITOR’S DESK:

Will Vinegar Hurt My Stoma?
No, it won’t. It might be best to dilute vinegar if
you are going to use it to disinfect the bag while
you are still wearing it, say one part vinegar to
two parts water as a cleaning solution (or weaker). Think of your stoma as the inside of your
mouth. A mouthful of straight vinegar might be
disagreeable and make you pucker, but it won’t
hurt your mouth. The stoma is similar.

INCLEMENT WEATHER ON A
MEETING NIGHT
Should the weather be so bad that we need
to cancel our meeting—
- here are the steps to follow:
1. WAIT until after 12:00 Noon
2. CALL 237-2022, - # found on back page.
3. MEETING Cancelled—IF there is a
“CANCELLATION MESSAGE”
on the machine

Welcome to 2017!
As our meetings start up for the New Year, the Board is
looking at booking our Christmas Lunch once again. From
the few pictures shown in this issue and comments from
those who come out, I can assure you that we have a
really, really, great time. There are games, door prizes,
silent auction, amazing entertainment, ambience, free
parking, easy and central access, socializing and great
food. Get out your calendars and mark Sunday, Dec. 3,
2017 on your calendars now!
It is our hope to highlight some of the accomplishments of
our members in future issues. This gives us the opportunity
to learn more about our people and their ’other’ lives
beyond their illnesses. It is no surprise that we know each
other by our surgeries, challenges and successes but the
person behind our health story is often overlooked. We
hope that these ’stories’ will expand our understanding and
caring for each other. Do you have someone that you
would like to see highlighted? Just drop me a line and I
will work on it. I know there are wonderful stories just
waiting to be told.
The WOA Executive met with ConvaTec’s representative,
WHRA Logistics and the ETs to
talk about the new HealthPRO
contract. January’s meeting will
give you a chance to ask questions
and be informed. See you then.

Lorrie

inside/out
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A Special Celebration
For years the WOA has held the Christmas party on the
first Sunday in December …… and for years, Betty &
Bert Andrews have celebrated their anniversary by
joining us. This year, Dec. 4th fell on the actual date of
their 58th anniversary. We wish Betty & Bert many
more celebrations to come.

Bert & Betty pictured here with some of their family.
Photo courtesy of: Stan Croall

The Overactive Ileosotomy
Legacy Fund
Rollie Binner
John Kelemen
In Memory of Sam Knacker & Don Gaffray
Cathy Zitzelsberger
In Memory of Don Gaffray
Jan Robert
In Memory of Dr. Marie Storrie
Lorrie Pismenny
General Fund
John D Breen
Jan Dowswell
Lorrie Pismenny
Mrs. M. Maslenko
Odette Chapellaz
Fred & Fem Ann Algera

Your generosity is greatly appreciated!

An overactive ileostomy can result from a variety of problems. If the small bowel is inflamed due to Crohn’s disease,
radiation injury, or bacterial/viral enteritis, the output will
be profuse. If there is narrowing of the small bowel close to
the stoma, where the ileostomy goes through the abdominal
wall, a pressure backup can lead to explosive high out-put.
Any food that has a laxative effect should be eliminated or,
at best, kept to a minimum. People with lactose intolerance
will have high output if they use any kind of milk product,
including powdered milk, which is found in many prepared
foods.
Excessive drinking of fluids will also increase the ileostomy output. An ostomate who has had a gall bladder removed may have increased output. Medicines to counteract
bile salts can be used if the problem is related to gall bladder removal. Many prescriptions and OTC drugs list diarrhea as a side effect.
The ostomate should work with his/her physician to evaluate the problem. Once disease can be ruled out, therapeutic
emphasis can be placed on diet, utilizing foods that decrease output. Bulk laxatives can be used with each meal to
absorb and solidify some of the liquid output.
Source: OSG of Middle Georgia The Ostomy Rumble—Oct. 2016
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(Continued from page 5) That’s Not What I Expected

After the surgery, the urologist visited me almost
every day. What was a very matter of fact and nonemotional approach during the treatment and
preparation period turned into a wonderful
relationship. He was still very candid, which I
always appreciated, and yet we spoke like old
friends as we discussed football, hockey and dogs.
He did have a wonderful bedside manner after all.
I was keen to get up and get moving as soon as
possible. This turned out to be harder than I
thought. With the encouragement of the nurses, I
was walking regularly around the ward and visiting
with people at other stations as much as I was
allowed to leave my room. I wanted to get out of the
hospital clothes as soon as possible. I had my
“Operation’ game and ‘I’ve got gas” sleeping pants
that certainly caused a few double takes as I strolled
the corridors.
The food? Let’s just say it wasn’t close to home
cooked or even a one star restaurant. Although this
was good for me as I needed to drop some weight.
Visits from friends and families were most
welcome. What made me feel the best was the fact
that everyone said I looked the same. And you need
to know that my family and close friends are very
honest about this.
Gwen visited every day during a winter of
extreme cold and severe wind chill. It was a
minimum 45 minute drive each way every day. She
was there for my first lesson on how to change the
ostomy bag and it was pretty funny. You see, I also
think I don’t have to read instructions. In this case I
am glad I listened to the ET. With some practice I
was able to do it myself in pretty short order. I
needed to be independent. I just don’t want to have
to rely on someone more than I believe I have to.
I was off the pain killers in short order, too. Not
because I was trying to be a tough guy, but because
I had no pain.
This relatively quick recovery allowed me to
leave the hospital a day early. Oh happy day! Until
I stepped outside into the minus 30+ wind chill. It
almost made me want to crawl back into my
hospital bed. I said “almost”.
And my dear wife asked what I wanted for my
first meal back. She makes terrific spaghetti and the
sauce and meatballs did not disappoint! After a
lovely meal I went for a nap. It was great to be
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home.
Next issue, I’ll tell
you about the past
three years and
living as a new
ostomate.

**********************************

4 Reasons Why Having an Ostomy
Can be Exhausting
UOAA Facebook post, ostomyconnection.com

Feeling tired all the time after ostomy surgery?
Being an ostomate simply means your body works
differently. In the case of a colostomy or ileostomy,
you’re functioning with little or no colon. That alone
is truly remarkable, but before the applause, it can
also be exhausting.
Watch out for these four common energy zappers.
1. Trips To The Bathroom
While non-ostomates probably have one bowel
movement per day, you might be in the bathroom
several times to empty your pouch. This can happen
more with an ileostomy or urostomy versus a
colostomy. It’s unavoidable, so just know that this
ongoing need can leave you feeling pooped,
especially for ostomates dealing with high-output.
And on days where you’re changing your system,
don’t forget that this task also takes extra time and
energy.
Quick tip: Drink fluids after each restroom trip.
Rehydrating your body can help restore some lost
energy.
2. Lack of Sleep
In the weeks following surgery, you may wake at
least once per night to empty the ostomy bag. For
some ostomates, it takes months for their bodies to
heal or for output to slow down. Plus, if you were a
stomach sleeper prior to surgery, adjusting to a side
or back sleep position can be challenging. If days of
broken sleep are turning into weeks or months, its no
wonder why you’re feeling exhausted.
Quick Tip: Avoid eating large meals at night and
know which foods run through the system faster.
Don’t lean on caffeine—try taking a 20 minute power
nap to help boost your energy. Get the best quality
sleep possible to reduce fatigue.
3. Nutritional Deficiencies
(Continued on page 11)
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POUCHING CHECKLIST
Via The Ostomy Rumble, Middle Georgia

Measuring the Stoma
It is very important that you measure your stoma
when you change your pouch, to be sure that the
wafer always fits correctly. ‘New’ stomas will
gradually decrease in size. Check size often and
make adjustments to the wafer opening. It is also
important that ‘seasoned’ stomas be re-measured,
less often, but at least a couple times a year.
Changing the Pouch
Try to change your pouch when your stoma is less
active. Always examine the skin around the stoma
for redness or irritation. There may be a little
bleeding when cleaning around your stoma. The
bleeding should stop quickly. Contact your physician
or ET nurse if the bleeding does not stop or if there
is a distinct change in the colour of the stoma. Have
your pouching system ready and put it in easy reach
before you remove the pouch that you are wearing.
Please remember to remove easy with a gently
push… not a quick pull.
Emptying the Pouch
Empty the pouch when it is one-third full of urine,
stool, and/or gas. Or empty as needed for comfort or
convenience. To reduce splashing, put toilet paper in
the toilet bowl first, or lean forward to place the end
of the pouch closer to the water level. You can
empty your pouch while sitting or standing. (Sitting
gets you closer to the water level and containment).
Some Suggestions
1. Hold up the end of the pouch before you remove
or undo the clamp.
2. ‘Cuff’ the edge to keep the end clean (if your
pouch allows).
3. Drain the contents.
4. If the stool is too thick, add some water to the
pouch and rinse (Gently rinse so that you do not
force water up around the stoma and undermine
the seal).
5. Be sure the ‘tail’ of the pouch is clean before
reclosing.
Source: Greater Cincinnati Ostomy Association—Oct. 2016

A police recruit was asked during the exam what
he would do if he had to arrest his mother. He
said: “Call for backup”.
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WE’VE GOT MAIL!
Dear Lorrie,

Dec. 6/16

A Big “Bouquet” for a successful
Ostomy Canada Society Conference
2016 — And years as President in applying “New
Life” to the WOA
Well Done! Sincerely,
Carl Pitura

Did You Know…?
Canadians have more reasons to be concerned about
Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis than anyone else
in the world.
 1 in every 150 Canadians is living with Crohn’s or
colitis—a rate that ranks in the highest worldwide.
 Families new to Canada are developing Crohn’s
and colitis for the first time—often within the first
generation
 Most alarming, the number of new cases of Crohn’s
disease in Canadian children has almost double
since 1995
Source:-Crohn’s & Colitis Canada via Vancouver Ostomy HighLife– Nov/Dec 2016

HOW TO STAY YOUNG
(George Carlin on Aging)

1. Throw out non-essential numbers. This includes age, weight
and height. Let the doctors worry about them. That is why you
pay them.
2. Keep only cheerful friends. The grouches pull you down.
3.Keep Learning. Learn more about the computer, crafts, gardening, whatever, even ham radio. Never let the brain idle. “An idle
mind is the devil’s workshop’. And the devil’s name is Alzheimer’s.
4. Enjoy the simple things.
5. Laugh often, long and loud. Laugh until you gasp for breath.
6. The tears happen. Endure, grieve, and move on. The only
person, who is with us our entire life, is ourselves. Be ALIVE
while you are alive.
7. Surround yourself with what you love, whether it’s family,
pets, keepsakes, music, hobbies, whatever. Your home is your
refuge.
8. Cherish you health. If it is good, preserve it. If it is unstable,
improve it. If it is beyond what you can improve, get help.
9. Don’t take guilt trips. Take a trip to the mall, even to the next
county; to a foreign country but NOT to where the guilt is.
10. Tell the people you love that you love them, at every opportunity.
AND ALWAYS REMEMBER
Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the
moments that take our breath away.
Source: Halton-Peel Newsletter Jan/2015 via Ostomy Halifax Gazette Jan. 2015
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(Continued from page 4)

though we both had full-time jobs. In 1987 we began to retire and have travelled considerably. We continued
helping at the brokerage firm which had been purchased by our son and his partner.
In 1976 I had my colostomy surgery and celebrate 40 years of extended life this December. Our life has been
enriched because of this event and we are able to appreciate our family which now numbers 29 including seven Great Grand Children.
We have been truly blessed.
Editor’s note: I cannot resist adding a footnote. Rollie has been a valuable ostomy visitor for all the years following his surgery. His
humour, caring and dedication has touched many a patient. Once Rollie got involved in the running of the chapter, he hasn’t looked
back. As secretary he put a very personal note into our meetings, during conference he put his business skills towards looking after
the Exhibitors and Display Booths, and now is taking on responsibilities as 2nd Vice-President.

HOW TO SHAVE AROUND YOUR STOMA
Many men find they must shave the peristomal skin
with each change of their skin barrier. In the past, ostomy
literature has usually recommended using an electric
razor. I personally have never had great success with this
method, although I have heard that some folks do very
well with the newer small razors that are designed for
trimming mustaches and sideburns.
If you use a safety razor, as we do in the hospital, be
sure to apply sufficient shave cream so that this is not a
dry shave.
In addition, be gentle. Most shave creams have
emollients so you will need to wash the skin with plain
soap and water afterwards. Rinse your skin well so no
cream or soap residue remains.
If your skin is very irritated and itchy, we have found
that Kenalog spray or Desonide lotion is extremely
helpful. This is a steroid (cortisone) solution, which
decreases the itching and irritation dramatically. Apply
these lightly, and then allow to dry completely prior to
placing on your new skin barrier. These medications have
a slightly oily base, which means your skin barrier
probably will not stay on as long as you are accustomed.
This procedure will relieve the itching and promote
healing. Skin heals better covered by a skin barrier than it
would if aired out. Do not use any steroidal spray as part
of your regular changing routine because steroids are
absorbed into your system through the skin. Moreover,
steroids will thin the skin compounding peristomal skin
issues.
If there are actual pustules around the irritated hair
follicules, you may need to use an antibiotic powder such
as Polysporin powder to clear this up.
Source: Kathy Dalin, RN, Riverside HealthCare, Kankakee; Metro
Halifax News, via Vancouver Ostomy HighLife—Jan/Feb. 2017

A POUCH FALLING OFF
From the New Outlook via The Mailbag,
Jacksonville, FL

One of the most embarrassing situations
that can befall a person with an ostomy is to
have an accident because the barrier or the
pouch pulled loose.
Multiple reasons exist to explain the falling
off of an ostomy system: The stoma, the
barrier or the pouch.
The stoma may be placed too close to a
scar, crease or bodily prominence so that the
twisting or bending loosens the barrier. This is
no single solution for a misplaced stoma. A
different barrier may be tried; e.g., one that is
softer and more pliable.
An irregular area may be built up with the
new seals—like ConvaTec’s Eakin Seals– or
with paste. Using these products will usually
solve most challenges. A stoma may require
surgical intervention if one has a prolapsing
stoma that is pushing the pouch off.
Conversely, a flat or recessed stoma may
cause pooling of the effluent around the stoma
eroding the adherence and eventually lifting
the barrier from the skin. Fortunately,
manufacturers have developed ostomy systems
with curved barriers that put minor pressure on
the skin around the stoma. These convex
ostomy systems are a growing product line of
retailers as more and more people discover the
advantages of wearing a convex barrier.
The most stubborn falloff problem can
usually be solved by using a seal with a
convex barrier held on with a belt. Your ET
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 8)4 Reasons Why Having An Ostomy Can Be …..

(Continued from page 10)

Lack of proper nutrients can directly affect our
bodies energy levels. If we don’t get enough nutrition
from food. We tend to feel tired and sluggish.
Vitamins for ileostomy patients is highly
recommended because some essential nutrients can be
absorbed through the large intestine, an organ that’s
missing.
Quick Tip: Eating healthy is important to getting
proper nourishment for energy. Talk to your doctor
about blood tests for deficiency of specific nutrients,
such as vitamin B6, vitamin B12, folic acid, thiamine
and niacin.
4. Endless To-Do Lists
Engaging in too many daily activities–even fun
activities-can sometimes leave ostomates feeling
completely drained. Know your limits. Remember to
reserve some energy for completing daily
responsibilities. Over-scheduling yourself can equal
over-exhausting yourself, and may leave you feeling
guilty or inadequate because you can’t keep up.
Quick Tip: Ask for help. Every ostomate should have
an extra set of helping hands around for times when
life gets crazy busy.
Having an ostomy can come with a huge
responsibility-always taking care of yourself. This
may seem like a full-time job at first, but it’s an
important step to creating a happier and healthier life.
Remember that you’re absolutely unique; learn what
works best for you.

nurse is expert in solving these types of issues.
The skin around the stoma might be too oily or
too irritated for the barrier to hold satisfactorily.
Bath oils and greasy creams should be avoided. But,
there are products that may be put on the peristomal
skin to treat skin irritation problems. Ostomy
product manufacturers all carry skin care products
that will treat peristomal skin and yet at the same
time allow your barrier to adhere firmly to your skin.
There are many different producers of many
different barriers. They offer you a large choice of
products that may work for you. You need to try
different products if you are having problems. One
barrier will not work for everyone in the same way.
For instance, one urostomate in our Chapter had a
problem with falloff using a flat, Stomahesive
barrier. He saw an ET and she recommended he try a
Durahesive barrier with convexity along with a belt
to gently hold it in place. It worked! Our member
was so pleased that he could resume his life doing
the same activities he did before surgery.
A well fitting pouch that is suited to your needs
and lifestyle is essential. If your pouch keeps coming
off or you continue to experience leakages, have
your entire ostomy system evaluated by an ET nurse.
There is no need to settle for less than excellent
service from your system.

Source: Pittsburgh Ostomy Society Triangle Nov/Dec. 2016

Source: OSG of Middle Georgia, The Ostomy Rumble May
2016
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the newsletter, Rosemary asked that half the
money be put towards the newsletter. The
final decision was to put $1000 towards the
cost of printing an extra page and the
difference in postage to mail a newsletter that
was 12 pages long.
As you turn that extra page this year, may
you be reminded of the generosity of
Rosemary and her mother.

Truly a Special Gift!
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WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Current Members—PLEASE WAIT for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.
Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.

New Members: Please use this form
Please enroll me as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association. I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00.
WOA members receive the Chapter newsletter Inside/Out, become supporters of Ostomy Canada Society and receive the Ostomy
Canada magazine.
Please send me the Chapter Newsletter, Inside/Out, via E-MAIL, in PDF format. YES _____ NO _____

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________
CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:___________ POSTAL CODE: ___________
I have a: Colostomy ______: Ileostomy _____ : Urostomy _____: Ileal Conduit _____:
Cont. Diversion: _____ : Pelvic Pouch _____: Other _____ :
YEAR OF BIRTH: ____________
Please make cheque/money order payable to “Winnipeg Ostomy Association” and mail to:
WOA
c/o Box 158, Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0

